The Hearts Center of New York
Presents
The Spirit of Soulfulness in the New Age
The Pennsylvania Hotel
33rd Street and 7th Avenue
New York, New York

October 29-31, 2010

(Times are EST)

Friday, October 29 located in “The Paris Room”

6:00 p.m. Registration
6:30 Welcome and introduction to The Hearts Center by David C. Lewis
6:45 Prayers and devotional songs
7:15 Intermission
7:30 Presentation: “What is Soulfulness? The Violet Light and Its Importance in This Age” by David Lewis
8:00 HeartStream by Saint Germain: “Accept the Freedom of Your Soul in Spirit”
8:30 Reflection
8:45 Sharing
9:00 Closing

Saturday, October 30 located in “The Paris Room”

9:00 a.m. Prayers and Devotional songs
9:30 Poetry, Music, Venusian Sword Play
11:00 Presentation: “Soulfulness: Scaling the Heights and Probing the Depths of Soul Experience” by Deborah Timberlake Fitch
11:30 a.m. Lunch and field trip to Nicholas Roerich Museum.
4:30 p.m. Sharing and Reflections
5:00 Presentation: “Man, Woman, Know Thyself” by Wallace Tulloch
5:30 HeartStream by Unnamed Master
6:00 Reflections
6:15 Dinner
7:30 Guided Meditation
8:00 HeartStream by Lady Marchette: “A Darshan on Higher Consciousness”
8:45 Sharing
9:00 Closing
Sunday, October 31  in “The Madison” conference room on the 18th floor

9:30 a.m.  Sharing, Reflections and Meditation
10:00  **HeartStream by Afra: “I Compel You to Ascend Daily!”**
10:30  **Presentation: “The Power of Our Words” by the Brothers and Sisters of Afra Speak**
11:00  **HeartStream by the Spirit of Soulfulness: “Be Soulful with Me”**
11:30  Intermission
11:45  **Meru University Class “Solar Health, Solar Wealth”** with the wisdom of Omraam, Surya, Helios and Hermes
12:30 p.m.  **HeartStream by Hermes Trismegistus**
1:00  Meditation
1:00  **HeartStream by Arcturus: “A Clearance of Earth's Soul Chakra”**
1:30  Circle of Love
1:45  Closing and Sealing
3:00  Lunch
3:00  Disassemble Broadcast Equipment Assistance Appreciated